OUT AND ABOUT 4X4 CLUB
TRIP: Barton’s Mill
Date: 26 July 2020
Trip Leaders: Steve and Kerry
Report: Doug & Wynona
Participants: Steve and Kerry, Frank, Paul Hemmings (visitor), Doug and Wynona,
Andrew, Hertha and Jake (their grandson), and Bob (J) with family members as
visitors, Matt, Kirby, Lucy and Thomas.
At 9:05am, the convoy set off from Sculpture Park in Mundaring to drive to the site of the
abandoned Barton’s Mill prison farm. On the way the convoy stopped briefly at Mundaring
Weir to check the water level and take some photos.

A quick look at the Weir, some reminiscing
and photograph taking.

Ok, we're off now.

The convoy then continued driving south-west down Mundaring Weir Road and turned left
into Gunjin Road. After a short run along a well-maintained gravel road the convoy reached
the top of the hill marked by a radio tower (GPS - A). There were numerous mountain bike
riders gathered near the tower where there appeared to be an organised event in progress.
(Wynona said there had been a major army base at Gungin during WWII and the remains of
which could still be seen when she visited the area on family outings as a child.)
After airing down, the convoy left Gungin at 9:57am and turned onto the Powerlines track to
drive east towards Ashendon Road. The condition of this section of the track was
reasonable.

At 10:25am, the convoy stopped on a hill crest of the Power Line Track for a 30-minute tea
break (GPS - B).

Lunch circle for our friendly picnic

The convoy continued driving east along the Powerlines Track and turning left into Stans
Road (GPS - C). Heard were several Currawongs calling in the bush.
The bush was fresh and damp.

Stans Road led to Ashendon Road where the convoy turned left to drive down to the access
track to Barton’s Mill. Unfortunately, the trip leader drove past the entry to the track requiring
the convoy to double back. No fines were levied for this error of judgement as no fines
master had been appointed for this run. The track leading to Barton’s Mill had been modified
and access to the site can only be done by driving east down the Powerlines Track
approximately a hundred meters and then turning left into the old road that leads straight to
the site.
At 11:35am, the convoy reached Barton’s Mill and spent some time driving around looking at
the remains which consist of a dozen or so small retaining walls made from laterite. The
number of dirt bikes being ridden around the site meant the convoy had to keep vigilant

against mishaps. (At the beginning of the trip, Kerry did caution that Barton’s Mill was
popular with dirt bike riders and therefore should be expected.)
The convoy stopped for lunch at 11:50am accompanied by background ambience provided
by the dirt bike riders (GPS – D).

Lunch at Barton’s Mill

Bob's Grandson has big boots to fill!

At 01:10pm, we finished lunch and the convoy drove out of Barton’s Mill back to Ashendon
Road where all vehicles aired up.

Air Up Time

Frank left the convoy to drive home via Dale Road while the rest of the group drove north
along Ashendon Road to Mundaring Weir Road. At this point Doug and Wynona left the
convoy to head home while the rest of the convoy drove back towards the Mundaring town
site.

GPS REFERENCES
GPS - A
GPS - B
GPS - C
GPS - D

S31 59 18.6
S31 59 59.7
S32 00 30.1
S32 03 20.1

116 07 50.7
116 09 47.9
116 10 7.43
116 12 20.6
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